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What is Chargeback Resolver? 

Chargeback Resolver is the easiest way for merchants to remove the cumbersome and 

costly process of chargeback disputes, recovering lost revenue and relieving merchants of 

the time-waste and personnel focus on the manual counters to these claims, often yielding 

low success rates and missed opportunities for revenue recovery.  Chargeback Resolver uses 

technology and automation to refine and streamline this process to achieve higher win rates 

and increased returned revenue, with limited effort needed from the merchants themselves.   

As your business grows, so will the headaches and lost revenue from the chargeback 

process… Chargeback Resolver can help! 

Why Chargeback Resolver? 

As we are e-commerce merchants and related infrastructure-builders ourselves, we heard 

from many clients and peers that the chargeback rebuttal process was a time-consuming 

and ever-expanding headache that yielded minimal results and required near-dedicated 

personnel to accomplish.  Some of the benefits of our service include: 

● Simple Onboarding Process: No apps to download or accounts to create. 

● Low Effort: Give us collaborator Shopify Partner access, we do the rest! 

● Reduces Dedicated Labor Hours:  Time saved to triage and process disputes. 

● Generates Additional Revenue & Margin: Returning otherwise lost funds. 

● Across Platforms:  We work with Shopify, Stripe, PayPal, Sezzle, etc.  

How Much Does Chargeback Resolver Cost? 

Chargeback Resolver is free to sign up and there is no monthly fee.  We charge merchants a 

percentage of all recovered revenue when we succeed.   

How Do I Get Started? 

Request the simple Chargeback Resolver Merchant Agreement, grant us payment processor 

Partner Access and we can get started in a couple hours!  Even if you don’t currently have 

any outstanding chargebacks, let’s get set up and we will get right to work the next time you 

do.  Reach out to Sales@ChargebackResolver.com . 

Or, book a call with us to discuss further!  https://calendly.com/stevechargeback 


